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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess if data collected by a consumer organisation are valid for a health service research study on physicians’ performance in preventive care. To report first results of the analysis of physicians’ performance like consultation time and guideline adherence in history taking.

Design: Secondary data analysis of a clustered cross-sectional direct observation survey.

Setting: General practitioners (GPs) in Vienna, Austria, visited unannounced by mystery shoppers (incognito standardised patients (ISPs)).

Participants: 21 randomly selected GPs were visited by two different ISPs each. 40 observation protocols were realised.

Main outcome measures: Robustness of sampling and data collection by the consumer organisation. GPs performance like consultation time and guideline adherence in history taking.

Results: The double stratified random sampling method was robust and representative for the private contracted GPs. No differences between private and contracted GPs mix of Vienna. The clinical scenarios presented by the ISPs were valid and believable, and no GP realised the ISPs were not genuine patients. The average consultation time was 46 min (95% CI 37 to 54 min). Waiting times differed more than consultation times between private and contracted GPs. No differences between private and contracted GPs in terms of adherence to the evidence-based guidelines regarding history taking including questions regarding alcohol use were found. According to the analysis, 20% of the GPs took a perfect history (95% CI 9% to 39%).

Conclusions: The analysis of secondary data collected by a consumer organisation was a valid method for drawing conclusions about GPs preventive practice. Initial results, like consultation times longer than anticipated, and the moderate quality of history taking encourage continuing the analysis on available clinical data.

ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus

- Can data from a consumer organisation be useful and valid for secondary analysis in health services research?
- Do GPs follow the guideline for preventive service history taking?
- Was the well-recognised time barrier for delivering preventive services also seen in this study in Vienna, Austria?

Key messages

- Consumer organisation’s assessment of GP performance was valid, representative and precise.
- Around one-fourth of GPs failed to achieve the standard for history taking in the new periodic health examination.
- Consultation time was longer than expected and sufficient: time-barrier problem has been overcome.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Forty visits at 21 GPs are a small sample; however, this size is comparable to similar mystery patient studies.
- All ISPs went undetected, in contrast to many similar studies.
- The random sample was found to be double stratified and well balanced.
- Multilevel analysis was possible and indicated the role of GP practice style.
- Additional to direct observation data, copies of GPs’ record notes may provide further objective assessment.

BACKGROUND

For many eligible patients the provision of adequate preventive care is blocked by well-known barriers, despite the existence of elaborate guidelines based on best evidence.1–5 Lack of time and inadequate reimbursement were the main barriers
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named by Canadian family physicians to performing the periodic health examination (PHE) as recommended by the Canadian Task force on the PHE.4,5

Our main research question was whether the secondary analysis of routine data from consumer associations was feasible to observe quality aspects of the delivery of preventive care. We have not identified any other studies using consumer organisation data for secondary analysis in preventive healthcare performance assessment. As consumer associations with long traditions exist in all industrialised nations, such as Consumer Reports in the USA, similar data could well be available in many countries and could be analysed by health service researchers in the way we propose in this paper.6

Studies of preventive service provision which rely on electronic medical record audit, physician self-report, patient surveys and chart review are all prone to bias, as they usually lack validation against observed practice. Studies with standardised patients (SPs) have been used successfully to overcome these kinds of bias.1,7 An SP is a healthy subject who is trained to assess the performance of doctors based on predefined criteria. Unannounced or incognito standardised patients (ISPs) have been used unobtrusively to assess the routine practice performance of doctors.8 “Unknown to the prospective provider of care, such a ‘patient’ arrives at the clinic and requests care. What happens is gleaned from the records of care and also from the observations reported by the pseudo patients, who have been trained to make the needed observations.”9

These ISPs are the healthcare version of the mystery shoppers used in other industries. “Mystery shopper or visitor are a well known and widely used standardized method in quality management for assessing service quality in the retailing and tourism industry.”10 Observing health service providers routine or students practical performance by ISPs is a method established since decades in health services and health education research.11–18 Collecting data by observing performance enables researchers to judge if guidelines are followed, like it has been demonstrated for community pharmacies recently.19–21 For instance, in the case of PHE delivered by general practitioners (GPs), it could by observed if they ask their patients on their smoking status, as recommended by the preventive service guideline.

In autumn 2008, the official consumer information association of Austria, ‘Verein für Konsumentennformation’ (VKI), published a test report on physicians delivering the PHE. In the spring of 2008, two ISPs, members of the VKI tester team, had visited unannounced a sample of randomly selected GPs in Vienna, Austria.22

In Austria since 1974, GPs have been reimbursed for annual PHEs from public funds, currently at around US $100 (€75, current value) per patient. This service is provided free of charge to patients. A reform of the content and new documentation standards were introduced in 2005. Since then, the PHE is based on a published evidence-based guideline. The evidence base is derived mostly from the USA, Canadian and Australian preventive service guidelines with local adaptations. These guidelines demonstrated by the use of best evidence the causal link of interventions and beneficial medical outcomes for a long list of conditions.23–26 The interventions recommended in the local Austrian guideline should yield beneficial medical outcomes when performed according to the guideline by GPs. These beneficial screening interventions include, to name a few, assessing smoking status, blood pressure, body mass index, cardiovascular risk calculation and recommended follow-ups like brief smoking cessation advice, etc. Not performing those during the PHE may harm the still healthy patient (client)27,28 Each year around 850 000 PHEs are performed among the adult Austrian population of 6 million.22,29–31

Two types of insurance funding exist in Austria for GPs offering the PHE free of charge. A GP may hold a comprehensive insurance contract plus a PHE contract or a PHE contract only. In our study, we referred to GPs with the comprehensive plus PHE contract as ‘contracted GPs’ (in Austrian–German ‘Kassenärzte’), and those with the PHE contract only as ‘private GPs’ (in Austrian–German ‘Wählarzte mit Vorsorgeuntersuchungsvertrag’). Payment of ‘private Austrian GPs’ can involve out-of-pocket payments of patients to cover part or all the patient expenses and refunding of a part by insurance. According to a previous study in Austria, the reasons for choosing such a private GP (‘Wahlarzt’) include short waiting and longer available consultation times.32 A description of the Austrian health system with its mixed contracted and non-contracted private GP primary care system is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in an English/German WHO country report.29 In this study, all GPs had a PHE contract and thus no out-of-pocket payments for any PHE service were necessary, even for ‘private GPs’.

The first research question for our secondary analysis was: Did Austrian GPs spend sufficient time to conduct the preventive activities required? Furthermore, we wanted to examine if there was a difference between ‘private’ and ‘contracted’ GPs in three quality aspects of care delivered: consultation and waiting time and index, cardiovascular risk calculation and recommended screenings.

METHODS

Our methods were structured in two step-like parts. In the first step, we critically appraised the methods used by VKI: their sampling and data collection. In the second, we performed our own analysis on the electronic data set provided by VKI.

Our study design was presented to the legally relevant public health ethics commission of Vienna, which had no objections: the secondary use of these anonymous data on physician performance did not infringe on rights of patients nor physicians.
The GPs’ legal representative, the Vienna medical chamber, had agreed at the end of 2007 that some randomly selected GPs may be tested for their PHE performance by ISP from VKI in the upcoming weeks. All GPs of Vienna were informed by their legal representative, about the possible random sample visits. There was no possibility for GPs to opt out.

Appraisal of VKI sampling and data quality

Knowledge about the VKI methodology was gained through one personal and two phone interviews at the end of 2008 and in first quarter of 2009 with the researcher at VKI who managed the study.22 We further analysed the note-taking forms used by the ISPs, the VKI’s internal written interpretation guide and a report on the VKI testing methodology published in 2008.33 We judged the quality of the sample by comparing it with the GP distribution in Vienna and by repeating the VKI sampling procedure in a simulation of our own. We assessed the quality of the data gathered by the ISPs against criteria for a good quality ISP study provided by a recent systematic literature review in the field.8 These criteria cover the use of content checklists, note taking by the ISP, soundness of clinical cases and ISP detection rates. The results of our appraisal are presented in our first set of findings below.

Secondary analysis

Data preparation

VKI provided a de-identified electronic data set (42 records). In this data set, GPs’ names and office locations were deleted and GPs were sequentially numbered by VKI. We transformed the VKI ratings into corresponding numerical values (eg, the five Likert scale satisfaction scores ranging from ‘+ +’ (very good), through ‘o’ (average) to ‘− −’ (not satisfactory) were recoded by us into the five integers from 4 to 0). Continuous variables, such as waiting times and consultation times, were transferred unchanged into our final secondary data set.

Additionally, we were provided with hard copy clinical results which had been given to the ISPs by the GPs and which were not used by VKI in its own report (34 records—eight were missing). These 34 forms were copies of the double page health summary sheets (HSS, ‘Befundblatt’), which the GPs should provide in hard copy at the end of the PHE to their clients.34 35 One of us (KT) blinded to the medical content of the ISP clinical cases, extracted and coded all clinical data from the 34 paper forms into a second electronic data set in December 2008. More than 90 variables were coded from these data. Free text remarks by the physicians were not extracted (see additional file 1: scanned HSS coding template with data of GP No. 1).

Statistical analysis

We found a double stratified probabilistic sampling. GPs were drawn by VKI within their two strata, private/contracted (stratum 1) and district blocks (stratum 2) by a strictly random process.

The primary sampling unit for our data analysis was the GP (see figure 1). Each of 21 practitioners were offered a visit by the two different ISPs. Two of the practice visits were rejected by two GPs—one private and one contracted (because of an administrative error and because laboratory results were not ordered by the GP). Both GPs were visited by the other ISP. The visits resulted in a total of 40 observations on 21 GPs, belonging either to the ‘private’ or to the ‘contracted’ GP group. The clustering at the GP was accounted for in our statistical analysis by survey/panel data methods and additionally by multilevel data analysis.36 The reasons for the multilevel analysis are explained below in the appraisal of sampling by VKI.

We conducted our statistical analysis for this publication with Stata V.9.1 and 11.37 Descriptive statistics (eg, means,
proportions and CIs) were produced by the Stata survey/panel data methods with the most conservative assumptions (eg, finite-population assumption, linearised proportions and binomial Wald statistics for CI of proportions). For additional modelling, we used mixed-effects restricted maximum likelihood estimation and generalised linear models for continuous variables and random- or fixed-effects logistic regression for binary dependent variables (multilevel data modelling). All statistical tests performed and CIs reported are at the 95% level.

For performance assessment, we constructed appropriate indicator variables in accordance with the published guidelines for the PHE based on the observations of the ISPs. For example, only if the full structured medical history proforma, the ‘health information sheet’ (HIS), was completed, including optimal alcohol screening according to guideline, was the constructed binary (yes/no) indicator coded positively.

RESULTS
Step 1: appraisal of VKI sampling and data quality

Sampling GPs

VKI reported to us that they used a double stratified random sampling method for GPs in Vienna. One stratum was insurance contract status (‘private/contracted’) and the other was the geographic distribution of doctors among 23 districts in Vienna. Two independent numbered name lists, one for ‘private GPs’ and another for ‘contracted GPs’, were used. The lists were provided to VKI by the Central Association of Austrian health insurances (‘Hauptverband der österreichischen Sozialversicherungsträger’), which runs the central registry of all PHE contracts but not to us. Each list was sorted for districts, showing the office locations and the total number of GPs in each district. The sample population in the lists was 1069 GPs, 211 (20%) of whom were ‘private’. VKI fixed the GP sample size at 21, seven of whom (33%) being ‘private GPs’, thus creating deliberately an oversampling of ‘private GPs’ as they explained in the initial interview.

To determine the sample size per district block, the number of GPs to be sampled for each district was calculated by VKI from the names lists sorted for districts. For example, the seven ‘private GPs’ were sampled from a workforce distributed over 23 districts. Each of the seven district sampling blocks formed should comprise around 14% of the workforce. Thus, districts were lumped together in the sorted list until a block held around 14% of the ‘private GPs’ workforce, then the next block was created from the remaining districts and so on. In this way, the number of GPs per district was fixed for all 23 districts in Vienna and for each of the two GP contract types separately.

Selection from a district block was done by drawing a random number within the numbered name lists. The random number for each district block was generated by an internet-based public domain software, AGITOS. The sampling base numbers used in AGITOS for each block was determined by the total number of GPs in each district block.38

After the GPs’ names were determined, the ISPs arranged the visits. If an appointment could not be arranged, the ISP called the VKI office and a replacement GP was drawn there by the random number mechanism within the district block, as described above. To visit seven ‘private GPs’, 14 replacements were needed. This contrasted with three replacements needed for the 14 ‘contracted GPs’.

The VKI methodology resulted in one GP being selected in 15 of 23 districts, two GPs in three districts (Nos. 3, 18 and 19) and no GPs in five districts (Nos. 5–8 and 17) (see table 1). Six GPs in the sample were from inner districts and 15 from outer districts. Eleven GPs had their office in the more affluent part of Vienna and 10 in the less affluent. The nine inner city districts (Nos. 1–9) in combination with three outer districts (Nos. 13, 18 and 19) comprised the more affluent part of Vienna compared with the rest, judged by purchasing power per head and housing prices (for details classifying affluent

---

**Table 1** Outcome of VKI sampling of GPs in Vienna by city district and GP insurance contract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vienna district, No.</th>
<th>VKI sample (number of GPs)</th>
<th>Of these Private*</th>
<th>Contracted†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total GPs</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VKI published the names of the GPs sampled and their office locations in its report October 2008.

*We assessed the contract status of each named GP through the public internet search template of the Vienna Medical Chamber (http://www.praxisplan.at).

† Contracted GPs have a full contract with the regional general health insurance including a periodic health examination contract (‘§2 Kassenärzte’).

GPs, general practitioners; VKI, Verein für Konsumenteninformation.
versus less affluent districts, see additional file 3: GP sample distribution in rich and poor parts of Vienna).

The distribution of sampled GPs among the Viennese districts should resemble as much as possible the distribution of the real GP workforce performing PHE among the districts. The stratification aimed to improve the representativeness with regard to two strata, geographic distribution and insurance contract status. ‘Contracted GPs’ per district should correlate with the district population size, as ‘contracted GPs’ are placed by the Vienna general social insurance agency to serve the population. Thus, highly populated districts should also be represented well in this sample. Inner city districts (Nos. 1–9) have a smaller population than most of the 13 outer ones (Nos. 10–23). The sample reflected this distribution, with a GP ratio of 6.15 for inner versus outer districts. ‘Private GPs’, meanwhile, are free to establish themselves wherever they like. We assumed that they would tend to open their offices in the more affluent districts, as their income relies on out-of-pocket payments for most of their services except the publicly financed PHE.

To examine the quality of the random sample block procedure of VKI, we had to rely on other data, as we were not given access to the two original VKI sampling population GP lists. Only the totals of their two lists were reported to us, namely 211 ‘private GPs’ and 858 ‘contracted GPs’. We repeated and thus simulated the VKI procedure with the most recent and applicable data we could find. These were published by the city administration of Vienna in 2002, reporting on the district distribution of 734 private GPs out of total of 1572 GPs.\(^3\) Data on PHE contracts of these private GPs were not available. According to that data many of the private GPs (17%) practised in the 19th (9%) and 13th (8%) districts. When repeating the VKI’s district block procedure with this other data, the first of the seven GPs was drawn by us out of the first block composed of those two districts. The next two (1st and 18th) did hold together 14%, so the next GP was drawn from this second bloc and so on. In our simulation, the seventh ‘private GP’ was drawn from five districts at the end of the list, each with <3% of the workforce (see also additional Excel file 4: sampling assessment including source data and further 2007 city administration workforce data).

When comparing our simulation result with the sampling result of VKI, published in its magazine with GP name and location, we found a nearly identical distribution.\(^2\) In the VKI sample, all seven ‘private GPs’ were from the rich part of Vienna, whereas in our simulation, six of the seven were from that part. However, as only 211 ‘private GPs’ held a PHE insurance contract in 2008, the district distribution of 211 ‘private GPs’ in the VKI list might be different from that of the 734 private GPs of our data of 2002. This could explain the small deviation from our simulation result (see figure 1).

**VKI sampling supports level analysis**

VKI used a double stratified probabilistic sampling. One stratum was ‘private’ or ‘contracted’ GPs. The other strata were the 23 district blocks as described above. By such an intensive stratification and a strictly random selection out of these strata, VKI achieved in our opinion a well-balanced and representative random sample of the GP workforce in Vienna, despite the small sample size of 21 GPs.

After judging the sampling process robust enough, we sought for the most appropriate type of analysis of these data. The two observations dealing with one GP were not independent and thus were ‘clustered at the level of the GP’.

We adjusted for this by two types of analysis: correcting for the clustering effect and using multilevel modelling. By multilevel modelling, we could also estimate intraclass effects at the GP level, as proposed in the literature.\(^3\)\(^6\)\(^4\)\(^1\)

**Validity of clinical cases**

Two ISP clinical cases were constructed by VKI health experts on the basis of the Austrian PHE guideline, available in print and internet download since 2005.\(^2\)\(^5\)

The guideline was intended to be used by health service administrators (such as screening programme managers at local and regional levels) to organise the preventive service activities of GPs in their area, similar to guidelines by other professional bodies.\(^2\)\(^6\)\(^4\)\(^2\) With the support of medical journalists, the guideline was written to be understandable to a broader audience than GPs, although it includes evidence-based references.\(^4\)\(^3\) The high amount of detail in the guideline allowed VKI experts to develop the two clinical cases for the ISPs in such a manner as to elicit clearly observable actions by the GPs during the PHE.

Both the male and the female ISPs were over 65 and presented complex clinical screening cases. The predominant critical screening task of the male was the detection of his high cardiovascular risk and of the female her clearly problematic alcohol consumption. However, the task involved screening for nearly all 15 target conditions of the Austrian PHE.

Apart from the clinical case history, the two ISPs presented the GP with fabricated laboratory data, tailored to their cases. For example, the woman reporting problematic alcohol consumption had elevated levels of serum liver enzymes (Gamma GT: 65 U/l, GOT 44 U/l, GPT 35 U/l). Before the fieldwork, the ISPs rehearsed with the help of the outpatient facility of the Vienna public social insurance medical service, where also their laboratory details were fine tuned. A more detailed description of the clinical case construction is included as additional file (see additional file 2—‘ISP_Cases’).

**Assessment of data collection by ISPs**

The two ISPs each arranged visits with 21 GPs. At the GP’s office, each ISP completed the standardised
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evidence-based HIS, a questionnaire which all GPs offering reimbursed PHE are obliged to provide. They also completed the AUDIT-GMAT, an Austrian version of the WHO questionnaire ‘AUDIT’ for problematic alcohol consumption, when offered. The ISP training had included completion of the HIS and AUDIT-GMAT as well as presentation of their history personally to the GP. At the end of the consultation, they each collected the standardised HSS, which the doctor is also obliged to complete and provide in copy to his/her client. More information about the standardised medical records set for the Austrian PHE is detailed below in the results and has been published elsewhere.

Immediately after having left a GP’s office, the ISPs noted their experience using a standardised note form. At the VKI office, an independent person extracted data for the calculation of scores. The data coding was explicitly defined for the GP test in advance by specifically written instructions called ‘Regeln für die Eingabe/Beurteilung in TestRev’ (rules for data entry and assessment into TestRev). We were provided with these specific coding rules. TestRev is the routine software and database VKI applies for storing, analysing and reporting on the numerous tests they perform in all fields of industry and services. For data handling, an in-house quality management handbook exists, and this was also applied for the PHE test. VKI holds an official state quality certificate for its testing procedure. After data entry, a second person compared the extracted results in TestRev with the protocol notes of the ISP. In the case of disagreement, a third independent senior person decided as to the correct interpretation and coding.

In this way, VKI gathered in its electronic data set detailed and summary statements such as the ISPs’ subjective impressions (satisfaction), but mostly VKI gathered more objective observations on activities the GPs performed or omitted. These more objective ISP observations can be considered in the healthcare quality field as ‘patient experience’, more amenable to effectively improving quality of care than the more subjective ‘patient satisfaction’. VKI condensed the ISP notes into 45 statements/judgements per visit. This 45 items VKI data set was made available to us. We were not provided with the notes taken by the ISPs. However, as the strict rule-based coding system of VKI allows the condensed statements/judgements to be re-expand to the detailed observations, we could interpret the performance of each GP to a greater degree than the 45 items would suggest. For example, problematic alcohol consumption should be screened for. VKI coded ‘+’ (very satisfactory) when the AUDIT-GMAT questionnaire was handed over to the ISP, ‘o’ (average) when the questionnaire was not used but the GP did discuss alcohol consumption with the ISP and ‘−’ (not satisfactory) when the topic was not even raised verbally.

We found the VKI method to be reliable in reporting on the ISPs’ experience of GP interventions, which should have been performed during the PHE. For this first publication, we restricted ourselves to analysing data on waiting and consultation time, and GP performance during the medical history taking phase, compared with guideline recommendations.

Detection rate of ISP

Detection of ISP by the observed physician can be an important obstacle in ISP studies, leading to bias and confounding. We are confident that all ISP visits went undetected and physician behaviour was not distorted by the idea that the client could be an expert observer with a constructed clinical case. The age of both ISPs was the same as in the presented clinical cases. Great care was taken to ensure that there was no observable difference on signs. The responsible researcher at VKI stressed in the first interview with us in October 2008 that none of the 40 ISP visits had been detected. We asked her again in February 2009 to interview the two ISPs to determine if they had any suspicion that any of the GPs could have detected them. The response was again negative. One ISP even replied on that occasion that the only GP who had seemed to be a little suspicious had just sent a personal invitation letter to return for the next annual PHE.

Results of step 2: secondary analysis

In our secondary analysis, we focused primarily on observational experience data. The satisfaction data have been published by VKI in its own magazine. We received data on 40 of 42 arranged ISP visits, the same number as reported in the VKI test report publication in 2008. Two ISP visits were rejected by two GPs, one ‘private’ and the other ‘contracted’. The reasons given by the two GPs for rejection were in one case an administrative GP error (a misunderstanding of the use of the electronic insurance patient access card) and in the other that the pre-prepared laboratory results were not ordered by the GP herself. However, both GPs were visited by the other ISP.

Service delivery time

For the completed visits, the average consultation time was 46 min (95% CI 37 to 54 min). For the male ISP, it was 38 min (95% CI 33 to 43) and for the female ISP 54 min (95% CI 40 to 67). The difference of 16 min between the two ISP cases was not significant, when applying a survey/panel method adjusting for the clustering effect at GP level, but was significant in the full-adjusted multilevel model (coefficient 15.6, 95% CI 4.9 to 26.3, see figure 2). Female GPs offered longer consultations, with an average of 47 min (95% CI 38 to 57) than males, with an average of 38 min (95% CI 19 to 58). The observed difference of 11 min in our sample is not significant, when applying the survey/panel method adjustment for multilevel modelling or the full-adjusted model (see figure 2).

Using multilevel analysis, we estimated the proportion of variance explained by the intraclass effect versus the
difference between the GPs. If a high proportion of variance is explained by one variable, then this variable has a strong effect on the outcome of interest. Sixty-two per cent of the variance for waiting time was determined by the GP intraclass effect compared with 30% for consultation time. These variance estimates result from a conservative monovariate random effect generalised least squares regression model with the GPs as explanatory variable. Further adjusting for the two different ISP case types increased the variance proportion for consultation time explained by the GP by one-third, to 45%. The same adjustment did not significantly change the variance proportion in waiting time (slightly increased from 62% to 67%). As could be expected, the intraclass and adjustment effects were even more pronounced in the fixed random effect model (see table 2).

We also found a difference of 22 min in average consultation time between private and contracted GPs. The difference was significant. ‘Private GPs’ provided 60 min (95% CI 50 to 71) and ‘contracted GPs’ 38 min (95% CI 26 to 49) on average. The difference remained significant using a fully adjusted multivariate model, which included the two ISP case types, GP gender, GP insurance type and the clustering on the GP level (generalised linear modelling statistics incorporated in Stata V.11.0) (see also additional file 9: STATA-Commands (selected).txt)

Quality of service
For this publication, we compared observed GP history taking performance with the evidence-based recommendations. According to the officially published guideline, the PHE should include a structured general history taking supported by the HIS and questions regarding alcohol use supported by the AUDIT-GMAT. We classified five performance levels in respect to general history taking adherence to the guideline before analysing the data. The five HIS scores ranged from ‘0’ (= below minimal) to ‘4’ (= perfect history). The maximum general HIS score of 4 was achieved when the HIS was offered and all medical domains were addressed during the consultation. Omission of one of the eight medical domains was tolerated in our data interpretation as possible measurement error on the part of VKI. A score of ‘3’ was achieved when the HIS was offered but not all domains were touched on additionally verbally. No HIS, but raising at least seven of the eight required domains verbally scored ‘2’. A score of ‘1’ was given when there was no HIS and two or three domains were missing. No HIS and four to eight domains not addressed scored ‘0’. As the general PHE contract with the GPs requires that the HIS proforma be completed, we considered HIS scores of ‘2’ or less below standard.51 52

Screening for problematic alcohol consumption should start with completion of the AUDIT-GMAT questionnaire by the client. For this screening activity, we scored the performance into two categories. Care according to guideline provided the AUDIT-GMAT (we scored ‘1’), otherwise we scored ‘0’.

A HIS was offered in 53% (95% CI 34% to 71%) of all visits. Among the GPs offering a HIS, a proportion outperformed the requirements of the guideline if they additionally addressed nearly all the medical content of the HIS during the consultation phase of the PHE (HIS score ‘4’). In 20% of all visits, GPs scored ‘4’, indicating perfect general medical history taking (95% CI 9% to 39%).

The AUDIT-GMAT was offered in 38% (95% CI 19% to 56%) of all visits. There was no difference between ‘private’ and ‘contracted GPs’ (p=0.89) and no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Regressed on GP only</th>
<th>Random effect (conservative)</th>
<th>Fixed effect (strong assumption)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>0.621*</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Regressed on GP and ISP (adjusted for ISP case type)</th>
<th>Random effect</th>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Proportion of all variance explained by intraclass (GP) variation in multilevel analysis on waiting and consultation time

After adjustment for ISP case type, the intraclass effect of waiting time did increase a little, whereas for consultation time, the effect increased from 0.30 to 0.45 in the random effect model. The conservative random effect model seems to us most appropriate for this kind of data, especially due to our small sample size.

*rho: proportion of all variance explained by intraclass (GP) variation.

GPs, general practitioners; ISP, incognito standardised patient.
difference between the female and male ISPs (p=0.73). All GPs who offered an AUDIT-GMAT had also offered a HIS (see also additional file 5: HIS and AUDIT scores crosstable n=40 cases).

We considered the acceptable overall history taking service standard level to be a HIS offered (HIS score ‘3’ or higher) plus the alcohol topic addressed at least verbally. Thirty per cent (95% CI 12% to 48%) of all visits were performed below this standard. The difference in proportion of ‘private GPs’ (21%) and ‘contracted GPs’ (35%) was not significant in the full multilevel model (p>0.05).

We found a significant intraclass effect at the GP level: for a given GP, the OR was 60% (95% CI 0.03% to 91%) that their consecutive next ISP would also get the same level of medical history performance. This intraclass effect indicates that GP practice style was a determinant of history taking performance.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study is the first using direct observation via ISPs of routine preventive service GP performance compared with standards in an evidence-based structured national PHE programme. We have been unable to find any similar previous studies, which used secondary data collected by mystery patients, ISPs, engaged by a consumer organisation. The Austrian consumer organisation (VKI) evaluated GPs’ performance in Vienna in delivering preventive care, specifically the highly standardised Austrian PHE for which a curtailed evidence-based guideline is published in German since 2005. The random sampling process for GPs appears to have been sound and produced a representative sample. The clinical cases for the ISPs fitted well to the physical appearance of the two ISPs, one male and one female around 65 years of age. In none of the 40 completed visits was there any evidence that the ISP had been detected by the GP. The 40 cases were clustered at the level of 21 GPs. The GP sample had two strata. The first strata were ‘contracted GPs’ and ‘private GPs’. The ‘private GPs’ were slightly oversampled (by three GPs) as their proportion was 33% in the sample and 20% in the sampling population of 1069 GPs with PHE contract in 2008.

The second level, Vienna city districts, improved the sampling quality further, as the random sampling procedure within the city district blocks was found to be robust. Generalisation of the findings to the Viennese GP workforce delivering the PHE is reasonable within the statistical limits of the small sample.

**Limitations and strength**

One limitation of our study is the small sample size of 40 completed ISP cases for 21 GPs in the VKI data set. In a recent systematic literature review of good quality SP studies by Rethans, a median 39 GPs were visited across the 20 studies reporting on GPs since 1985. There has been a trend to smaller studies since 2000, with a median of 27 GPs. Our small sample size means that the estimates have wide CIs, especially when considering subgroups, such as ‘private GPs’. Only when effect sizes are large, for example, in our case, when expected values differ dramatically from observed ones, can we rule out chance.

Measurement error on the part of the ISPs is an important potential threat to validity. Rethans proposes that this can be overcome by thorough ISP training, case preparation and robust documentation processes. In the VKI study, the two ISPs were highly experienced, having worked more than 2 decades in consumer testing of many service industries. The VKI tests run now in the thousands—the test of the Viennese GPs on the PHE is just one of the assessments they have performed. More than 80 tests are conducted each year, the organisation has existed for more than 3 decades and is internationally recognised among European consumer organisations. It has an ISO quality certificate for its testing procedures and constant internal quality checks. The data have to be well documented and robust, as legal cases are common, with tested providers or producers often appealing to the courts. In summary, our primary data collection was embedded in a high-volume routine with sound quality assurance and collected by highly trained professionals, and thus, the data are likely to be reliable.

The data collectors themselves (ISPs) were blinded to our (implicit) study hypotheses, such as expected duration of consultations being 5—10 min. It could be argued that consumer associations may be especially critical of doctors and that this might have affected the study design and data collection. In this case, however, the Austrian VKI test report signalled satisfaction with GPs’ PHE performance (translated title: ‘PHE in good hands’) in contrast to their repeated critical reports of ISPs observing pharmacies.

However, the satisfaction of VKI can only be a weak proxy for a real satisfaction study, as a further limitation of ISP studies is that they cannot measure an important component of quality outcomes: patient satisfaction. It can only be assessed from real patients, for example, by surveys. In the case of PHE, satisfaction will be important, as satisfied clients tend to return, and follow-up at the recommended screening intervals. Several large surveys, although most probably not representative due to a low response rate of around 30%, have been done by others recently for the new Austrian PHE and signal a satisfaction level of 41% being very satisfied with the quality. The measurement of satisfaction levels has its own limitation in international comparability, when self-developed questionnaires are applied locally, as observed satisfaction levels are highly depending on the content and framing of the questions.

Several other important aspects of quality of care, like communication skills of GPs and knowledge of GPs on prevention have not been looked at by the ISP and cannot be addressed in our study.
A strength of our data, in contrast to many other ISP studies, is that all ISP visits were undetected. Furthermore, our study was not distorted by a self-selection bias of voluntarily participating GPs. In other studies, around 40% of physicians on average decline to participate, leading to a severe self-selection bias among physicians.1,8 We were able to completely avoid this bias by using the anonymous data collected by VKI, as GPs were selected by a strict and sophisticated random sampling procedure. The Viennese Chamber of Physicians agreed collectively to participate, and single GPs could not exempt themselves from the random VKI visits. The visits to few of around 1500 GPs were announced to all by their Viennese medical chamber, without giving an exact date. However, the VKI never asks permission at the individual service provider level.

‘Lack of time’ barrier
One of the main obstacles or barriers named by GPs worldwide to delivering preventive care is the lack of time.5 Among others factors, administrative arrangements including financial factors are important to consider when routine GP practice needs to be changed.26 57 The average consultation time of 38 min among the ‘contracted GPs’ (§2 Kassenarzt) is much longer than the 10–15 min we expected when the PHE reform was set in motion by one of us (FP) in 2003. Austria has a kind of capped fee-for-service system for ‘contracted GPs’, which results in high volumes of services and high turnover of patients.20 We estimate the average consultation time to be in the range of Germany with its 7.6 min, found in the most recent comparative, but not representative, study in Europe.56 No study using representative data has been published in a peer-reviewed journal on this issue for Austria.

The 60 min consultation time with ‘private GPs’ in this study is extraordinary, especially as these consultations are available free of charge to the eligible population. However, it was difficult for the ISPs to secure an appointment with ‘private GPs’—they had to contact 21 to make appointments with 7 (1:3 ratio). Thus, the PHE is a scarce commodity in private practice and its widespread uptake would likely result in waiting lists.

The long average consultation time of 46 min may also be attributable to the complex ISP cases, as increased severity of cases leads to longer consultation all over the world.50 Less complicated cases, especially among younger clients, would be more the norm and these may be handled in a shorter time. The consultation duration for less complicated cases is unknown and requires further research in Austria.

The Austrian model, developing guidelines accompanied by standardised report cards in combination with a generous reimbursement system based on special contracts for prevention (the PHE contracts), could obviously overcome the barrier of limited time available in Vienna general practice.96

Service quality—times typical for GPs
In addition to the sufficient time spent on average to perform the PHE, we observed intraclass effects at the individual GP level for consultation and waiting times. The GP effect was stronger on waiting time than on consultation time. In other words, each GP tended to have a typical waiting and less so consultation time, being repeated with the second visitor. Such a typical behaviour, which we called in accordance with the quality management literature ‘practice style’, is thought to formed over longer times by various factors.60 61 These may be non-GP factors, like patient load per day or usual severity of cases, depending on the area a GP works. We have found ‘private GPs’ being highly concentrated in the richest districts of Vienna, whereas ‘contracted GPs’ were distributed according to population per district (see results on sampling above). From the positive correlation of social class and health status in the population follows, that ‘contracted GP’ tend to have poorer, sicker, less educated patients, as only the well-off can easily afford a ‘private GP’. The service of a ‘contracted GP’ is free, whereas the out-of-pocket payment at the ‘private GP’ is only refunded to a small part by the health insurances. As all patients are insured in Austria, the richer ones can consume the ‘private GPs’ in addition to the ‘contracted GPs’. The contracted GPs have usually fuller waiting rooms and much more patients per day to serve. The main motive to visit a ‘private GP’ is to buy and get longer consultation times according to a recent Austrian study.32

GP factors like age, training-level and guideline adherence should be typical for the Vienna GP workforce and should not differ among our study subjects systematically, as random sampling should even out those differences. However, the sample was intentionally stratified on contract status of GPs, and ‘private GPs’ were oversampled by VKI as the consumer organisation hypothesised a major difference in the delivery of preventive care based on GP contract status.

Income is a further important contributing factor for physician behaviour.62 63 However, as all ‘private GPs’ in our sample lack only a general insurance contract, but hold a PHE contract, they do not get any out-of-pocket payment for their PHE service. The PHE reimbursement is the same at €75 (around US$100) for both GP contract types. Thus, the observed tendency of ‘private GPs’ to counsel longer than ‘contracted GPs’ cannot be attributed to a direct financial incentive for this service. It seems more to be the ‘habit’ or patient management style of ‘private GPs’, which we short named ‘practice style’ above, as a higher income per case allows ‘private GPs’ to spend more time per visit.32

The results that (1) waiting time was mainly influenced by the GP and (2) consultation time was mainly influenced by the clinical case presented are also congruent with knowledge from quality management on practice styles and results from health services research.9,58

In summary, the practice style of GPs had a strong influence on waiting time and a lesser influence on consultation time. Consultation time was dependent on the type of ISP case, but waiting time was not. GPs reacted to the specific cases in adjusting their consultation time.

**Service quality — guideline adherence**

Overall, history taking standards were missed by 21% of ‘private’ versus 34% of ‘contracted’ GPs. This difference was not significant. Multilevel analysis revealed that performing below standard history taking was consistent at the GP level between the two ISP visits. This finding is a further indication of the existence of GP personal practice styles influencing service quality and indicates an opportunity for improvement through training and feedback. The use of the standardised assessment of a history of problematic alcohol consumption, the AUDIT-GMAT questionnaire, is highly recommended in the guideline for the PHE. Yet in 2005, there was strong opposition voiced against the routine use of this questionnaire by unionised doctors (medical chamber). They considered the questionnaire to be too intrusive and were concerned that it would discourage potential clients. When in 2003 one of us (FP) led the development team for the new PHE, it was expected that only a minority of GPs would apply the AUDIT-GMAT. However, in this study, it was used in nearly 40% of visits, with no significant difference between ‘private’ and ‘contracted GPs’. Many GPs may consider screening for problematic alcohol consumption to be important in a country like Austria with high alcohol consumption.

**CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK**

Using ISPs is a well-established but complex method for health service research. Using data not designed for research is also complex. However, the increase in complexity is outweighed by the reduced bias from unannounced visits. Our study was the first to report physicians’ routine preventive performance under direct observation of experienced ISPs applying standardised quality-assured documentation in a nationwide PHE programme. This study mainly reports research methods and length and variation in consultation times and guideline adherence in regard to alcohol screening and medical history taking. Some better than expected results were found, such as the long consultation times and the relatively high completion rate of the alcohol screening questionnaires. ‘Private GPs’ and ‘contracted GPs’ did differ more in waiting time than in consultation time and not in regard to alcohol screening. This leads us to a new hypothesis that there is little relevant difference in the medical quality of the service of ‘private’ and ‘contracted GPs’. Further research on the clinical part of our secondary data should help to clarify this issue. We hope that this paper will stimulate health service research on the quality of service of annual PHEs provided to many of a national population each year.
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